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ABSTRACT
By publishing papers together, academic authors can form a
co-authorship network, modeling the collaboration among
them. This paper presents a data-driven study by crawling
and analyzing the vast majority of author profiles of Google
Scholar. We make the following major contributions: (1)
We present a demographic analysis and get an informative
overview of the authors from different aspects, such as the
distribution of countries, scientific labels, and academic ti-
tles. (2) Based on the publication lists of crawled authors, we
build a global co-authorship network with 402.39K authors
to study the collaboration among authors. With the aid of
social network analysis (SNA), we observe several unique
features of this network. (3) We explore the relationship be-
tween the co-authorship network and citation metrics. We
find a strong correlation between PageRank and h-index.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Examining the scientific impact of an individual scholar is

useful in various scenarios. For instance, a funding agency’s
review panel may want to know which applicant performs
better in a particular domain, a faculty recruitment com-
mittee might want to rank the candidates accurately, and
a prospective graduate student might wish to find out the
most promising advisor. On one hand, an author can be
evaluated by simply looking at citations of her published
papers. There are a number of citation metrics to evaluate
an individual’s scientific impact, such as total number of ci-
tations [6], h-index [6], and g-index [3]. On the other hand,
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how well an individual is connected with other scholars is
also important. Co-authorship network [4, 9, 15] has been
proposed to model collaborations among scholars. By un-
dertaking a social network analysis (SNA), several network-
based metrics can be calculated, such as the number of co-
authors an individual has. For both citation metrics and the
co-authorship network, conducting a massive data-driven
study based on authors from all over the world is a challeng-
ing but rewarding task, as we can gain numerous insights for
evaluating the scientific impact of authors from a global and
interdisciplinary perspective.

Based on the powerful Google search engine, Google Scholar 1

is a representative online search engine that collects and in-
dexes the information of massive scholarly literatures. It
covers major scientific disciplines and academic publishers,
and it has been a useful platform for scholars worldwide.
Since November 2011, a feature known as the Google Scholar
author profile, has become a public service. With a Google
account, any author is able to manage her publicly visible
author profile by importing and organizing her existing pub-
lications. Moreover, Google helps every author calculate her
citation metrics including total number of citations, h-index,
and i10-index. We choose Google Scholar for our data-driven
analysis because 1) it automatically collects the latest pub-
lications from databases across various disciplines to achieve
a wide coverage, and it timely updates the citation status
among its collected publications; 2) the self-management na-
ture of author profiles allows each author to explicitly select
the papers published by herself. This feature is very use-
ful for solving the well-known author name disambiguation
problem [14] in creating online author profile pages. Instead,
if we just refer to an author’s name to find all her publica-
tions, we might get some papers published by someone else,
as different authors might have the same name.

In this paper, we carry out our study by crawling and
analyzing author profiles of Google Scholar. By performing
extensive crawling using a distributed method, we have col-
lected 812.98K author profiles from Google Scholar, which
covers most if not all existing public author profiles. By
scanning these profiles and filtering out some inaccurate
ones, we create a dataset with more than 402.39K authors.
This dataset gives us an unprecedented opportunity to study

1https://scholar.google.com/



several interesting problems. Our main contributions in-
clude:

1. We perform a demographic analysis of crawled au-
thors, and obtain the distribution of scientific labels,
affiliation countries, and academic titles. We can see
that a large part of authors are related to computer sci-
ence or biology. Also, authors from the United States
cover more than 30% of the entire author base.

2. We build a global co-authorship network of more than
402.39K authors. We use a set of representative met-
rics in SNA, such as degree, clustering coefficient, PageR-
ank, and connected components to evaluate the collab-
oration among authors. We have found a number of
unique features of the co-authorship network.

3. We explore the correlation between the co-authorship
network and citation metrics. We conclude that get-
ting an “important” position in the co-authorship net-
work is a good indicator of a higher h-index.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Online Author Profile Pages
Several major online bibliographic databases such as Google

Scholar, Microsoft Academic Service [12], and AMiner [13]
allow individual scholars to create profile pages for them-
selves. In our study, we focus on Google Scholar due to its
wide coverage. We first give a brief overview of an individ-
ual’s author profile on Google Scholar. There are 6 main
parts of each page as follows.

1. Basic Information: The basic information is manu-
ally entered by the author, covering several fields such
as name, title/affiliation, scientific labels, email do-
main, and personal homepage. Particularly, Google
provides email address verification. If an author can
provide a professional email address at her institution,
and verify the ownership of it, her email address can
be authenticated as “verified”.

2. Photo: Every author can optionally upload a photo.

3. Citation Metrics: Google Scholar calculates an au-
thor’s three citation metrics including total citation,
h-index, and i10-index. Moreover, the values of these
metrics based only on the citations received in the last
five years are also shown. These values are being up-
dated from time to time.

4. Yearly Citations: The number of citations received
in each year is displayed.

5. Article List: This list contains the information of
the author’s all publications, where each entry repre-
sents one paper. For each entry, the title, author list,
journal/conference name, number of citations, and the
publication year are shown. An author can easily im-
port her publications by a convenient interface. In
addition, an author can request Google Scholar to au-
tomatically discover and add new publications of her.

6. Co-Author List: Once two authors are listed in the
author list of a paper, they are regarded as co-authors.

In Google Scholar, the co-author list is manually en-
tered by each author. According to our observation,
many authors have added only a small subset of her
co-authors to this list, or even choose not to add any
co-author.

Furthermore, Google Scholar profile also provides a“search
authors” module. By inputting a keyword, Google Scholar
is able to return hyperlinks to author profiles which contain
this keyword.

2.2 Citation Metrics
To evaluate the scientific impact of an author, there are a

number of existing citation metrics to evaluate an author’s
scientific achievements, according to the citations her papers
have received. Representative citation metrics include:

1. Total citation: The number of citations to all publica-
tions [6].

2. H-index: H-index is defined as the largest number h,
which satisfies that each of the top h articles has re-
ceived at least h citations [6].

3. G-index: G-index is defined as the largest number g,
which satisfies that the top g articles received at least
g2 citations in total [3].

Most of these metrics have been widely used for evalu-
ating a scholar from different aspects. In particular, total
citation and h-index have been chosen for Google Scholar’s
“author profile” pages. To gain a statistical view of these
metrics, the real data of a large number of scholars is de-
sired. Unfortunately, many of existing studies are based on
small datasets with only tens or hundreds of authors [6, 10]

2.3 Co-Authorship Networks
A co-authorship network can be used to understand the

collaboration status among authors. The network G = (V,E)
has a node set V and an edge set E. V contains all authors
in the selected dataset. An edge (x, y) in E indicates author
x and author y have published at least one paper together.

Uddin et al. [15] studied a co-author network with 5251
authors, by referring to the “steel structure” articles pub-
lished in the Scopus bibliographic database. Morel et al. [9]
built a co-authorship network with 174 Brazilian authors fo-
cusing on the dengue fever based on the data from the “Web
of Knowledge” database. These networks, however, cover
only a small number of authors from a specified research
area.

3. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESS-
ING

There are three key requirements in data collection and
preprocessing: (1) We need to crawl as many author profiles
as possible on Google Scholar. (2) To ensure the trustwor-
thiness of the data set, we need to discover and filter out the
authors who have added other people’s publications to their
profiles. (3) We need to extract information from crawled
author profiles. Besides the information explicitly displayed
in author profiles, we need to do further calculation to get
additional information.

In this section, we describe how we collect the author pro-
files from Google Scholar (§ 3.1). Then we demonstrate how



we manage to remove some inaccurate data (§ 3.2). Finally,
we apply some pre-processing for our further comprehensive
analysis (§ 3.3).

3.1 Data Collection
As discussed in [10], crawling a large number of author

profiles from Google Scholar is not easy. There are sev-
eral challenges for collecting a snapshot of all public author
profiles on Google Scholar. First, different from Twitter
and Facebook, there is no public API for obtaining author
profiles from Google scholar. Still, we are able to obtain
an author’s profile through parsing HTML source code, us-
ing the user ID as a key. Second, traditional graph-based
crawling/sampling methods, such as Breadth-First Search
(BFS) and Random Walk (RW) [5] are all relied on the ex-
plicit hyperlinks between users. In an author profile page
of Google Scholar, only the “Co-Author List” part contains
links between authors. Unfortunately, these author profiles
are loosely connected, e.g., up to 63.07% of authors have
not listed any co-author. Therefore, the traditional web
hyperlink-based crawler has a high chance of being trapped.

Luckily, we can leverage the “search authors” module to
discover user IDs of all authors. We choose letters from a

to z as keywords. Based on the search result of these 26
keywords, we are able to get the user IDs of 812,984 author
profiles (as of May 29th, 2015). We believe that we have
collected the vast majority of the public author profiles on
Google Scholar as of that day. Then we deploy a cluster
of 10 virtual instances from the Microsoft Azure platform.
Each virtual instance has a unique IP address. We further
crawl the profiles of all these authors using a distributed
method [2]. Each crawler works at a moderate crawling rate
to avoid generating too much traffic to Google Scholar.

After collecting the HTML source code of each author’s
profile, we implement an HTML parser to parse its use-
ful information including user ID (the user parameter in
the URL), name, title and affiliation, list of scientific labels,
email domain, homepage URL, with photo or not, citation
metrics (total citations, h-index, i10-index, and these val-
ues in the last five years), number of citations of each year,
each article’s information with its number of citations, and
self-claimed co-author list.

3.2 Data Cleaning
In Google Scholar, some authors have added papers not

published by themselves to their profiles. There might be
several reasons. One possible reason is an author might
intentionally add some papers to make her citation metrics
look better. Another reason is due to the“automatic import”
function of Google Scholar. Ideally, this function can help an
author discover papers published by herself, and add them
automatically to her profile. Unfortunately, some irrelevant
papers might be added as well. This is due to the name
representation format of Google Scholar, i.e., using the first
name initial and last name. In other words, an author with
a name “James Chen” will be represented as “J Chen” in
Google Scholar. As a result, the“automatic import”function
might add papers published by “John Chen” to the author
profile page of “James Chen”. According to our observation,
many articles have been added in this way. Such articles will
mislead us when discovering co-authorship collaborations.

By scanning the publication entries of each author, we
group authors into three sets, i.e., positive, negative, and

neutral. “Positive” means we tend to trust the article lists
of authors within this set, while “negative” indicates we feel
the article lists of authors within this set are not reliable.
There is also a “neutral” set, covering the authors that we
are not able to judge the trustworthiness of their article lists.
For each author using English names, we examine all of her
published articles one by one. Note that for each article,
only the first name initial and last name of each author are
shown on the crawled profile page. However, for each article,
there is a linked web page, containing the detailed informa-
tion of this article. By further crawling this page, we can
get a list of full names of all authors. If an author’s full
name is shown among more than 95% of her publications’
author lists, this author will be put into the “positive” set.
In contrast, if her full name is not shown in more than 5% of
her publications’ author lists, and these papers are written
in English, the author will be put into the “negative” set.
For the rest of authors, some of them might use non-English
names, and some might have added too many non-English
publications. Since we are not able to judge the trustworthi-
ness of their publication lists, we put them into the“neutral”
set. There are 464.57K (57.14%), 142.36K (17.51%) and
206.05K (25.34%) authors in positive, negative and neutral
sets, respectively. In our study, we focus on the authors in
the “positive” set, and we require each selected author to be
“verified”. Finally, we get 402.39K authors to construct the
co-authorship network. We believe these authors are more
reliable.

3.3 Data Pre-Processing
After obtaining a “raw” data set, We need to pre-process

the dataset before performing detailed analysis. For each
author, we compute four additional metrics, i.e., g-index,
country, scientific domain and co-authorship information.
G-index: We calculate g-index [3] as it is another widely-
used citation metric, and it has not been offered by Google
Scholar. Given the number of citations of each article a
scholar has published, we can calculate the g-index of this
author according to the definition in [3].
Country: To understand the country distribution of Google
Scholar authors, we need to know which country each author
is working in. Since verified authors all use the professional
email addresses from their institution, we utilize the email
address information for country detection. We first extract
the email domains from author profiles, and then query the
domain name servers (DNSes) to get the associated IP ad-
dresses. Finally, we translate the IP addresses to country
codes using IPInfoDB API2.
Scientific Domain: There are a large number of scien-
tific domains. In our study, we pick computer science (CS)
and biology (Bio) as two example domains to study. Let us
take CS as an example for scientific domain detection. We
scan the profile of every author, if any CS-related substring
(e.g., computer and cs dep) appears in the affiliation field,
or any CS-related keyword (e.g., computer) shows up in the
scientific label field, we regard this scholar as a CS author.
We also examine the email address. If there is a substring
like (@cs, @informatik, @computer), this scholar will be re-
garded as a CS author, too. Among all authors, 20.61% of
them are CS authors, and 20.47% of them are Bio authors.
Co-Authorship: Building the global co-authorship net-
work of Google Scholar is not trivial. As we mentioned, an

2http://www.ipinfodb.com/



author might have not listed all the co-authors on her profile
page. Therefore, we cannot simply use the “Co-Author List”
part of the profile pages. Instead, to discover the undeclared
co-authorship information, we scan the publication list of ev-
ery author. If a publication has been listed by both author
A and author B, then we regard A and B are co-authors,
i.e., an edge (A,B) will be added to E. In the constructed
network G, there are 402,392 nodes and 1,234,019 edges.

4. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the constructed global co-authorship

network from different aspects. First, we conduct a demo-
graphic analysis to see the composition of the authors (§ 4.1).
Second, we use a number of classic network metrics to pro-
vide a clear understanding of the network (§ 4.2), and fur-
ther compare between authors from different groups (§ 4.3).
Last but not least, we study the relationship between the
co-authorship network and citation metrics (§ 4.4).

4.1 Demographic Analysis

Table 1: Top 10 Scientific Labels

Labels #Authors

machine learning 9833
artificial intelligence 6725
computer vision 5522
bioinformatics 4608
data mining 3925
neuroscience 3727
robotics 3164
image processing 3067
software engineering 2782
ecology 2482

In this subsection, we present a series of demographic
analysis for authors in our data set. We are interested in
the distribution of the authors’ country, scientific labels and
academic titles.

The top five countries are United States, United Kingdom,
Italy, Germany and India. Each of them covers 32.32%,
6.10%, 4.79%, 4.00% and 3.72% of the entire population,
respectively. Clearly, United States has covered more than
30% of author profile owners, which represents the most in-
fluential country in the scientific community.

Table 1 lists the top 10 scientific labels. We find that many
of the popular labels are related to computer science. The
most popular scientific label is “machine learning”. Also,
we find that biology-related authors (including three labels:
bioinformatics, neuroscience, and ecology) contribute a
lot to the whole author set. Therefore, we make a compar-
ative study between computer science scholars and biology
scholars.

We also study the academic title distribution, and we fo-
cus on the titles in the academia, i.e., professors, postdocs
(research associates), and students (research assistants). Among
all authors, we are able to place 31.03% of them into one of
these three categories. We can see that 19.27% of all authors
can be identified as professors, 3.87% of all authors can be
determined as postdocs, and 7.89% of all authors can be
concluded as students. The rest 68.97% of authors have
not provided enough information to identify their academic
titles, or, some of them might work in the industry.

4.2 Co-Authorship Network Analysis
To analyze the network G, we examine the following repre-

sentative network metrics, i.e., degree, clustering coefficient
(CC), PageRank, and connected components. The defini-
tions of these metrics are:
Degree: The degree of a node in a network denotes the
number of edges connected to the node. For an author in
G, the degree represents the number of her co-authors.
Clustering coefficient: The clustering coefficient (CC) of
a node is defined as the fraction of pairs of the node’s neigh-
bors that are directly connected with each other.
PageRank: PageRank [11] is an algorithm to estimate the
importance of the nodes in a network. It has been used by
the Google Search Engine to rank webpages in its search
results.
Connected components: A connected component is a
subgraph in which any two nodes are connected to each other
by paths. In addition, any node in this subgraph is not
connected to any additional node in the supergraph.

The average degree of network G is 6.13. Differently, many
of the mainstream online social networks (OSNs) have a
much larger average degree. For example, Renren has an
average degree of 20.95 [17], and Cyworld has an average
degree of 31.64 [1]. Fig. 1(a) shows the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of the degrees in G. The median value
of the degrees in G is 2. This loosely connected property
is due to the fact that the network G is constructed in a
professional way. Two authors cannot be connected if they
have not published any paper together. Differently, in OSNs
like Facebook or Renren, two users can be friends whenever
both of them agree. Therefore, gaining a connection in the
co-authorship network is much harder than in OSNs.

An author’s clustering coefficient (CC) is the ratio of the
number of links over all possible connections between her
co-authors, which describes the regional connecting tight-
ness of a graph. Fig. 1(b) shows the CDF of the clustering
coefficients of the nodes in G. According to our study, the
co-authorship network’s average clustering coefficient is 0.20,
which is much larger than that in the OSNs (0.14 in Ren-
ren [17], 0.16 in Cyworld [1]). This indicates that co-authors
are often tightly connected. For instance, people from the
same research group, or the same research project, have a
higher chance to publish papers together. Similarly, we can
see the CDF of PageRank in Fig. 1(c).

Fig. 1(d) shows the sizes of the largest 10 connected com-
ponents. There are 133,159 connected components. The
size of the largest connected component is 258,949, which
covers 64.35% of all authors. The 2nd to 5th largest con-
nected components have 14, 14, 13, and 13 nodes, respec-
tively. Among all 133,159 connected components, 125,318
(94.11%) of them are singletons, i.e., each with one discon-
nected node only. In short, we can see the co-authorship
network has one giant connected component, and a number
of small connected components.

Fig. 1(e) shows the distribution of the shortest path lengths
of all node pairs in the largest connected component (LCC).
The average shortest path length is 5.96. Also, the aver-
age clustering coefficient is 0.30. Therefore, G has a small
average shortest path length, and a high average clustering
coefficient, both of which are key properties of small-world
networks [16].

As in [8], we further study whether the “core” of the co-
authorship network is densely connected. We undertake the
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Figure 1: Analysis of the Co-Authorship Network

investigation by removing some highest degree nodes from
the network, and analyze the remaining nodes and edges.
We increase the percentage of removed nodes from 0.01%
to 30%, and we show the distribution of connected compo-
nents of the remaining network in Fig. 1(f). To make a clear
comparison, we group all connected components into three
categories, i.e., the LCC, the singletons, and the middle re-
gion. We can see that even when we have removed 20% of
highest degree nodes, we still have a huge LCC, covering
about 30% of the remaining nodes. Therefore, the network
is still well connected.

4.3 Comparison Among Different Author Groups
In addition to study the whole author base, we also com-

pare among authors from different groups and show our re-
sults in Table 2. Considering the academic title, we can see
the average degrees of professors, postdocs and students are
10.32, 4.75 and 1.85, respectively. The reason is simple as
senior authors typically have more co-authors.

The average clustering coefficients of professors, postdocs,
and students are 0.16, 0.27, and 0.22, respectively. We can
see that both the postdocs and students have a higher clus-
tering coefficient than professors. This is due to the fact
the a professor has a higher chance to collaborate with re-
searchers here and there. Differently, a postdoc or student
would have more collaborations within her advisor’s team,
leading to a higher clustering coefficient.

Regarding PageRank, professors have the largest average
value, while the students have the smallest average value.
This indicates that compared to junior authors, senior au-
thors are more “important” in the global co-authorship net-
work.

We also classify users according to their research domains.
In particular, we focus on authors related to computer sci-
ence and biology. On average, computer science authors
have more co-authors, and have a higher average cluster-
ing coefficient. This reflects the difference among the col-
laboration styles of different disciplines. Also, the average
PageRank values of both computer science authors and biol-
ogy authors are larger than that of the entire G. Therefore,
these two groups of authors play a significant role in G.

4.4 Co-Authorship Network and Citation Met-
rics

As shown in Table 3, we evaluate the correlation between
network metrics and citation metrics. We use Pearson corre-
lation coefficient for the evaluation. A correlation coefficient
is between -1 and 1. A positive value means a positive linear
correlation. A value close to 1 denotes a strong linear corre-
lation. Similarly, a negative value indicates a negative linear
correlation. A value of 0 represents no linear correlation. We
can see that the clustering coefficient metric has almost no
linear correlation to each of the three citation metrics. Dif-
ferently, either the degree metric or the PageRank metric
has a moderate or strong positive correlation with each of
the three citation metrics. In particular, the correlation co-
efficient between PageRank and h-index is as large as 0.73,
which is quite strong. Therefore, the “importance” of an au-
thor in the global co-authorship network is a good indicator
for her h-index.

Table 2 also shows the average values of the h-index and
g-index of all authors and different author groups. The num-
ber of covered authors is much larger than existing work such
as [6, 10]. We can see that senior authors perform better in



Table 2: Comparison Among Different User Groups
Criteria Group Avg. Degree Avg. CC Avg. PageRank Avg. H-index Avg. G-index

- All 6.13 0.20 2.49*10−6 8.34 16.67

Academic title
Professors 10.32 0.16 3.60*10−6 13.86 28.00
Postdocs 4.75 0.27 2.13*10−6 6.17 12.52
Students 1.85 0.22 1.31*10−6 2.14 4.12

Domain
CS 8.54 0.24 2.84*10−6 8.32 16.83
Bio 7.80 0.22 2.88*10−6 10.42 21.29

Table 3: Graph Metrics v.s. Citation Metrics (Pear-
son Correlation Coefficient)

Degree Clustering Coefficient PageRank
Total Citations 0.53 -0.03 0.53

H-index 0.68 0.02 0.73
G-index 0.65 0.02 0.68

citation metrics. Also, the average values of citation metrics
for computer science authors are smaller than that of biol-
ogy authors. This confirms the finding that citation metrics
are discipline dependent [7].

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Google Scholar has a wide coverage of academic articles

from different fields, but its relatively small number of au-
thor profiles limits the generality of our study. Nevertheless,
it is expected that more and more authors from different
disciplines will join this service due to Google’s great user
coverage.

As the next step, we plan to further explore the co-authorship
network from the following aspects.

• The global co-authorship network covers authors from
different scientific areas. We plan to explore this large
network from an interdisciplinary perspective. We wish
to see the difference and connections between different
research disciplines.

• Besides studying an aggregate snapshot, we will fur-
ther investigate the yearly evolution of the co-authorship
network. More insights may be explored through the
analysis of the dynamic features.

• We will further apply our findings from the co-authorship
network in practical cases, such as evaluating the sci-
entific impact of an individual or an institution.
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